Overall label shape:
You have the creative freedom to change the shape of the label. Any shape chosen must still fit within the maximum
dimensions provided within the template.
Artwork (currently Andes Mountains):
Reimagine this portion of the label design. You are expected to challenge the current artwork design of the Andes
mountains by being bold and adventurous with the artwork design. You may convey representation of Chile within
your design and you should consider the brand meaning in terms of ‘boundaries-border-frontier’. Historically this has
been conveyed in a quite literal and masculine way. Instead the Frontera is now looking away from the concept of
hardline borders & instead encouraging you to think in a more open & positive way; less about boundaries & more
about the opportunities on the horizon.
The layout & positioning of the artwork on the label is up to the artist
There is not a set colour palette requirement for this, but should take into consideration the colour of the Frontera
logo & colours that will be applied for each varietal.
Gold seal (stamp):
This can be placed anywhere on your proposed design. Inclusion of this gold seal stamp is not compulsory.

Frontera logo:
Do refresh the current Frontera logo. The logo must still be big, bold & dominant on the label, but its positioning,
typography and size & font size needs to be updated fit your overall label design.
It is not mandatory to keep the text ‘Award winning wines’ within their new design. It is important to remember that
overall, the logo you propose should be an evolution of the current logo – a refresh and not a revolution (100%
redesigned logo.)
Brand Icon (Compass):
You may consider a refresh for the current compass brand icon, which in the past has closely referenced the 4
boundaries of North, South, East & West. You may interpret the essence of opportunity, new direction, adventure &
as something positive on the horizon. You are also encouraged to play around with a different style & approach to
the use of the icon.
Varietals section of label (colour coded):
You are expected to create the Frontera Cabernet Sauvignon label. Challenge the way in which the ‘varietals’ label is
used, in terms of placement on the new label, its shape & font. In terms of the actual written text, include varietal
name ‘Cabernet Sauvignon Merlot’, with the same text holder colour and the include the text ‘Chile’ in your design.
The remaining text is not mandatory to include
Black Concha Y Toro endorsement label: This should remain unchanged and positioned in the same place, at the
bottom of the label

